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Abstract
United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325 calls for
a more active role for women in the prevention and recon-
ciliation of conflicts. Focusing on the Palestinian Right of
Return and the work of a feminist organization called the
Jerusalem Link, this paper examines Resolution 1325’s
premise that women can make a unique contribution to
peace building. As “transfer” or the ethnic cleansing of Pa-
lestinians from the West Bank and Gaza looms on the ho-
rizon, scholars, advocates, and policy-makers must pay
more attention to the work of women peace-builders be-
cause they might be able to help chart a path towards a
real and just solution on seemingly intractable issues such
as the Right of Return.

Résumé
La résolution 1325 du Conseil de sécurité des Nations
Unies recommande un rôle plus actif pour les femmes
dans la prévention des conflits et la recherche de la paix
et de la sécurité. Cet article se penche sur la question du
Droit au retour des Palestiniens ainsi que sur le travail
accompli par une organisation féministe du nom de Jeru-
salem Link, et étudie la prémisse de la résolution 1325,
qui présume que les femmes sont capables d’apporter une
contribution unique au maintien de la paix. Alors que
pointe à l’horizon le « transfert » ou, purification ethni-
que des Palestiniens de Cisjordanie et de la bande de
Gaza, chercheurs, défenseurs et responsables politiques se
doivent de porter plus d’attention au travail des femmes
pour la consolidation de la paix, car elles pourraient très
bien pouvoir contribuer à l’élaboration d’une voie menant
vers une solution réelle et juste aux questions d’apparence
insoluble, comme par exemple celle du Droit au retour.

O
n October 21, 2000, the United Nations Security
Council adopted Resolution 1325  to promote a
more active role for women in the prevention and

reconciliation of conflicts. Resolution 1325 calls for “equal
participation and full involvement of women in all efforts
for the maintenance and promotion of peace and security,
and the need to increase their role in decision-making with
regard to conflict prevention and resolution.”1 This paper
examines Resolution 1325’s premise that women can make
a unique contribution to peace building while focusing on
one of the most contested aspects of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, the Palestinian Right of Return.

Not surprisingly, the Palestinian Right of Return repre-
sents a hard case for Security Council 1325. Debates over
the Right of Return have generated controversy and anger
on both  sides  of the conflict. Palestinians contend that
refusal to recognize the Right of Return forms part of a
consistent pattern of Israeli colonialization and determina-
tion to deny Israel’s responsibility for massive refugee suf-
fering.2 Israelis tend to argue that Palestinian insistence on
the Right of Return represents a cynical plot to destroy
Israel through the back door.3 If women can help build the
conditions necessary for peace and coexistence in the Israeli-
Palestinian context, then they should be able to live up to
the expectations of Security Council Resolution 1325 in
other contexts.

This paper draws on interviews and discussions held with
Israeli and Palestinian women in August 2002.4 Emphasis
is placed on a joint Israeli-Palestinian initiative called Jeru-
salem Link. Jerusalem Link’s work with respect to the Right
of Return suggests that, despite the odds, women can make
and have made a unique contribution to shaping coexis-
tence with and understanding of the “other.” Jerusalem
Link’s efforts not only point to the possibility of an alterna-
tive framework for approaching the Palestinian Right of
Return, but also suggest the efficacy of Security Council
Resolution 1325.





Part I of this paper provides a brief overview of Jerusalem
Link’s work on the Palestinian Right of Return. Part II
delineates the reasons why the women of Jerusalem Link
believe that they have succeeded in continuing dialogue on
the Right of Return despite the failure of the region’s poli-
ticians. Part III extrapolates from the work of Jerusalem
Link to draw conclusions about the nature of Security
Council Resolution 1325. Ultimately, with the Palestinians
sitting on the precipice of yet another refugee crisis under
the current Israeli administration, scholars, policy analysts,
or citizens concerned with the Middle East can no longer
afford to ignore the work of Jerusalem Link or the Security
Council’s call for women’s equal participation in promo-
ting peace and security.

I. Jerusalem Link’s Unique Contribution
Regarding the Right of Return

Following a series of meetings first convened in Brussels in
1989, Jerusalem Link was formed in 1994 as a coordinating
body of two independent women’s centres: Bat Shalom, which
is located inIsrael,andtheJerusalemCenter forWomen,which
is located in Palestine. Although each organization is autono-
mous and focuses on its own national constituency, the two
organizations run joint programs promoting peace, democra-
cy, human rights, and women’s leadership. On August 2, 1996,
the two organizations issued the “Jerusalem Link Declara-
tion of Principles.” The Declaration sets out the organi-
zations’ joint commitment to certain principles,
including recognition of the right of self-determination
for both Israelis and Palestinians, the sharing of Jerusalem
as two capitals for two states, recognition of the illegality of
Israeli settlements, respect for international law, and the invol-
vement of women in the development of a just and viable peace
between the Israeli and Palestinian people.5 In its original
formulation, the “Jerusalem Link Declaration of Principles”
made no mention of the Palestinian Right of Return.6

Inevitably, however, the two organizations embarked on
the long, painful, and often frustrating path of discussing
the Right of Return. Levels of trust between the Jerusalem
Center for Women and Bat Shalom reached an all-time low
in 2001 and early 2002.7 Although the organizations main-
tained some level of communication, they came close to
ending their long-standing relationship. Despite their best
efforts, the women of Jerusalem Link were not able to come
to full agreement on the Right of Return. Instead, they
articulated their differing positions in the “Jerusalem Link
Declaration of Principles.” The Declaration states the fol-
lowing with respect to the Right of Return:

Palestinian: Israel accepts its moral, legal, political and econo-

mic responsibility for the plight of Palestinian refugees and thus

must accept the Right of Return according to relevant UN

resolutions.

Israeli: Israel’s recognition of its responsibility in the creation of

the Palestinian refugees in 1948 is pre-requisite to finding a just

and lasting resolution of the refugee problem in accordance

with relevant UN resolutions.8

While the Palestinian position clearly sets out the Right
of Return as an aspect of corrective justice, the Israeli
formulation stops short of accepting Israel’s “moral, legal,
political and economic responsibility” for the creation of
the Palestinian refugee problem in 1948. The Israeli posi-
tion, however, does acknowledge that Israel had a role to
play in driving out the refugees. Moreover, while the Israeli
version acknowledges the need for a just and lasting reso-
lution, it does not explicitly recognize the Right of Return
as an appropriate remedy, let alone the appropriate remedy.

Although the Right of Return has challenged the rela-
tionship between Israeli and Palestinian women’s organi-
zations, there are fundamental features of Jerusalem Link’s
discussions that distinguish their stance from those adop-
ted by their societies at large. Perhaps most obviously, the
“Jerusalem Link Declaration of Principles” moves beyond
the simplistic and politically convenient claim that all Pa-
lestinians want  to  “drive  Jews  into the sea”9 and seeks,
instead, to see Palestinians as human beings with claims to
equal rights and dignity. To this end, the Declaration ac-
knowledges the wrongs done to Palestinian refugees in 1948
and further recognizes that the state of Israel bears some
level of responsibility for those wrongs. In the same vein,
the Palestinian formulation, while insisting on the Right of
Return for Palestinian refugees, simultaneously reaffirms
the rights of both peoples to self-determination and peace-
ful coexistence. For example, article 1 of Jerusalem Link
Declaration of Principles recognizes “the right to self-
determination of both peoples in the land, to the estab-
lishment of a Palestinian state alongside Israel on the June
4, 1967 boundaries.”

Seemingly, against all odds, members of Jerusalem Link
have remained committed to continuing the dialogue and
changing the current orientation towards violence that per-
vades the political and popular discourse within their res-
pective societies. The commitment to reaching a just
solution through words rather than weapons can be attri-
buted in part to the sheer determination of the individual
women involved in the process. The women of Jerusalem
Link also insist, however, that their dialogue must be struc-
tured in gendered ways that both reflect and reinforce the
manner in which women tend to interact with each other.
As Terry Greenblatt of Bat Shalom put it:
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[w]omen’s characteristic life experience gives us the potential

for two things: a very special kind of intelligence, social intelli-

gence, and a very special kind of courage, social courage. We

have developed the courage to cross the lines of difference

drawn between us, which are also the lines drawn inside our

heads. And the intelligence to do it safely, without a gun or

a bomb, and to do it productively. And most importantly, we

are learning to shift our positions, finding ourselves moving

towards each other, without tearing out our roots in the

process. Even when we are women whose very existence and

narrative contradicts each other, we will talk – we will not

shoot.10

Although they recognize that they have not always been true
to these ideals in the past, the women of Jerusalem Link
indicate a willingness to examine and re-examine themselves
at the same time that they question their partners in dialo-
gue. In particular, the women prove willing to examine
themselves rather than simply or exclusively blaming others
for breakdowns in both trust and communication.11

In addition to their willingness to engage in introspec-
tion, the women of Jerusalem Link have recognized that a
power imbalance  characterizes the relationship between
Bat Shalom and the Jerusalem Center for Women. They
have sought to identify how such an imbalance might in-
terfere with their own negotiations and interactions.12 Ac-
cordingly, they do not seek to “negotiate” in the traditional
adversarial, zero-sum model that stresses “what I win from
you is my gain.” Again, the path to this realization has not
always been easy. Although they have not fully addressed
the power imbalance that exists between them, the women
of Jerusalem Link are increasingly aware of the way in which
the power imbalance may inhibit the development of long-
term, meaningful solutions.13 They understand the need to
develop lasting agreements based on recognized principles
that strive to have due regard for the common humanity of
both peoples.14 Perhaps Maha Abu-Dayyeh Shamas expres-
sed these points best when she reminded representatives of
the United Nations Security Council that:

[t]he two parties, Palestinian and Israeli are not equal, and

should not be left on their own, otherwise the imbalance of

power will dictate the process, which characterized the Oslo

negotiation process that we are now witnessing the bloody

consequences of.

Honourable representatives, peace is made between peoples

and not between leaders. A process that should lead to a

political solution that is sustainable and consequently per-

manent should be just, and should not be left to the confines

of generals…15

When seen in light of their willingness to examine them-
selves and the power imbalances that exist between them,
the fact that Jerusalem Link includes two principles, one
Israeli and the other Palestinian, represents an expression
of strength, commitment, and perseverance rather than an
admission of despair. The two formulations reflect an un-
derstanding of the importance of accepting the other nar-
rative as a starting point for authentic dialogue and
meaningful negotiation. As Sumaya Farhat Nasser explained:

[w]omen understand the importance of narrative and that they

may begin with two different narratives. They have learned to

listen with compassion and understand that others have the

right to make mistakes. They have learned to bear (but not

accept) painful words. Women do not force dialogue.16

Women’s ability to continue discussions around the
Right of Return is neither a chimera nor is it an inexplicable
phenomenon.17 On the contrary, it has both theoretical and
practical roots that are inextricably linked and sometimes
difficult to disentangle, but that are nonetheless knowable
and worthy of analysis. Anyone interested in finding a just
solution for Palestinian refugees must ask how women can
remain committed to continuing dialogue in the face of rising
violence and intransigence around the Right of Return. The
women of Jerusalem Link begin their discussions around the
Right of Return with a few key, shared assumptions.

II. Shared Assumptions
A. Human Rights Framework
First, the women of Jerusalem Link adopt human rights and
justice as their prevailing metaphors.18 Their discussions,
therefore, take place within a framework that recognizes
justice as a prerequisite to any lasting peace and that further
requires individuals and states to take responsibility for their
actions. In this regard, women see the importance of giving
effect to human rights claims even though they may not
necessarily or immediately agree on the substantive content
of those claims. Accordingly, “Jerusalem Link Declaration
of Principles” recognizes that:

[t]he realization of political peace will pave the way for mutual

understanding, trust, genuine security, and constructive coope-

ration on the basis of equality and respect for the national and

human rights of both people.19

Women understand that human rights represent those
things that recognize, respond to, and protect dignity and
equality, and that these qualities are dialogical in nature.
Any attempt to suppress the rights of others ultimately
amounts to a personal tragedy20 and a devaluation of hu-
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man rights generally.21 Thus, although the women’s groups
may not have developed a shared set of principles in relation
to the Right of Return, they nonetheless remain committed
to continuing their efforts in light of the simple fact that
they are committed to negotiating towards justice, not
injustices.

Significantly, the women of Jerusalem Link refuse to
isolate the question of Palestinian refugees from the larger
context of human rights issues that have plagued the Israe-
li-Palestinian conflict. Bat Shalom expressed this point in a
public letter to the Palestinian people published in Al Qud’s,
a major Palestinian newspaper, on June 4, 2002:

We call for the removal of Israeli settlements, for Jerusalem to

serve as two capitals for two states, and for the acknow-

ledgement by Israel of its part in creating the refugee problem

and a mutually agreed upon resolution of the problem groun-

ded in relevant UN resolutions. We insist that our humanity

and commitment to justice not only connect us, Israelis and

Palestinians, but also impel us to jointly continue our struggle

for a just peace.22

By contrast, the mainstream discourse around the Right
of Return tends to trivialize the rights claims of Palestinian
refugees.23 At least some Israelis invoke Palestinian refugees
as objects of sympathy rather than bearers of rights.24 Others
weave the Palestinian Right of Return into a more hardened
political discourse that aims to dehumanize Palestinians and
their quest for self-determination.25 The possibility that the
human rights of Palestinian refugees might have been violated
and that the refugees have valid human rights claims barely
enters into either of these calculations if at all.

Bat Shalom’s position on Palestinian refugees stands in
marked contrast to both the official and mainstream Israeli
discourse on the Right of Return because it acknowledges
the plight of the Palestinian refugees while invoking con-
cepts of “humanity and justice.” For this reason, a letter by
Bat Shalom to the Palestinian people was well-received by
the Jerusalem Center for Women even though it may have
fallen short of meeting the Center’s full expectations on the
Right of Return. Bat Shalom’s letter ultimately reflected the
organization’s willingness to understand the refugee issue
as a long-standing and real human rights tragedy rather
than a “faux” issue that Palestinian’s representatives inven-
ted to circumvent the negotiations with Israel.26

B. Gender and Security

Jerusalem Link adopts a gendered, wholistic definition of
security that informs initiatives across issues, including the
difficult question of the Right of Return. The women of
Jerusalem Link implicitly reject the conventional theoretical

assumptions about the meaning and nature of “security”
that inform much of the popular and political debate in the
region. Security, especially in Israeli society, is traditionally
understood as military security and freedom from foreign
threats, both real and perceived.27 Indeed, to the extent that
they recognize Palestinian refugees were driven from their
homeland, Israeli historians tend to justify the expulsion of
Palestinian refugees in the name of Israeli state security.28

Women  who find themselves  embroiled in wars and
conflict across the globe have adopted an increasingly skep-
tical stance towards the military’s ability to provide security
in any meaningful sense.29 This is true for several reasons.
In the first place, women understand that “security” means
more than freedom from foreign attack. “Security” also
encompasses such things freedom from domestic violence,
the ability to feed one’s children, and the right to adequate,
affordable housing. Israeli women, for example, question
whether the military will in fact generate greater security for
Israeli society when, as the Israeli military budget spirals out
of control, women are effectively told that there is no
money in the budget for social services because the military
has eaten it all.30 The emphasis on military security actually
undercuts women’s security in other important spheres.

Traditional understandings of security derive from Tho-
mas Hobbes’s social contract theory.31 Hobbes argued that
free, rational individuals prefer order to chaos and will
trade in their freedom as a means of overcoming chaos and
obtaining security.32 Women’s peace-building often chal-
lenges the Hobbesian premise that security and human
rights must be traded off against each other. Women work
under the premise that “security” can be achieved through,
as opposed to limited by, an emphasis on human rights. In
contrast to the traditional Hobbesian model, leaders in the
women’s peace-building movement understand the effi-
cacy of responses based on horizontal social bonds rather
than vertical state powers.33 They recognize that security is
not a purchasable commodity but a relationship that must
be cultivated.34

For the women of Jerusalem Link, the recognition that
security is not a commodity requires them to tackle seemin-
gly intractable political and social issues, like the Right of
Return, by first recognizing the logic and efficacy of buil-
ding lasting relationships with the individuals and commu-
nities that affect one’s life. Increasingly, the women of both
Israel and Palestine recognize that their fates are intimately
linked with the fates of Palestinian refugees, most of whom
live in squalid refugee camps sprawled across the Middle
East. While the current Israeli leadership aims to build a
security wall between the two peoples, the women of Jeru-
salem know that Israeli and Palestinian lives cannot be
segregated in this way because in the end, security is built,
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not with bricks and mortar, but through negotiated agree-
ments that respect the dignity and worth  of  all parties
involved.35 To this end, “Jerusalem Link Declaration of
Principles” acknowledges that any agreement that dismis-
ses the suffering of the Palestinian refugees is neither legi-
timate nor sustainable in the long term.

Jerusalem Link’s normative shift around the meaning of
security also challenges the premise that security analysis
should remain specialized in the hands of the military and
intelligence services that have a bias in favour of military-
style solutions. 36 Women peace-builders around the globe
appreciate that military-style solutions may aggravate secu-
rity  threats rather than ameliorate them, and that such
professed solutions limit the national capacity to consider
creative responses to crises.37 For this reason, the women of
Jerusalem Link worry that Israel’s leaders are promoting a
new “transfer” policy.

Perhaps one of the clearest and most disturbing indica-
tions of the growing political and popular divide between
Israelis and Palestinians lies in the increasingly popularity
of “expulsion” or “transfer” among Israeli politicians and
the general populace.38 These terms represent the politically
correct alternative to ethnic cleansing or the forced expul-
sion of Palestinians from the West Bank and Gaza. Even
some Palestinian women who are committed to ongoing
dialogue and who  have  dedicated  their lives  to finding
common ground with Israel see “transfer” looming on the
horizon.39 The women of Jerusalem Link know that “trans-
fer” will not only signal the moral degeneration of the state
of Israel, but will also create another generation of disen-
franchised and despairing Palestinian youth, who will seek
suicidal revenge against Israelis for the ongoing and escala-
ting violence wrought upon Palestinians.40 Fearful of the
rising spectre of “transfer” and escalating violence, both
Israeli and Palestinian women have rallied around the slo-
gan, “We have tried war already.”41

Globally, women’s commitment to solutions beyond the
military derives from their knowledge that they have been
and will continue to be excluded from decision making
when the military steps in.42 Some Israeli and Palestinian
women, at least, have arrived at the same realization. In Israel,
a movement called “Women Refuse!” aims for the demilita-
rization of Israeli society and calls for women to stop co-
operating with the Israeli military government and its policies:

Women Refuse calls upon all women to stop being traditionally

silent and to dare to raise their voices by opposing their loved

ones’ participation in military action. This new form of protest

opposes a deeply rooted national tradition of unquestioned

support for the Israeli military…It calls on the Israeli public to

refuse to be the enemy and to develop a new national dialogue.

By starting within our homes and then moving out into wider

public domains, Women Refuse is attempting to create a new

national agenda.

Palestinian women find their political participation has
diminished in the wake of the second Intifada in part be-
cause this Intifada, as opposed to the first, regards armed
struggle as the source of freedom.44 While Palestinian wo-
men remain divided on the efficacy of adopting a military-
style form of resistance to Israeli occupation, they
nonetheless tend to recognize this tendency excludes them
from public or political participation.45

C. Understanding Structural Violence

Finally, women have proven themselves able to continue the
difficult dialogue around the Right of Return because they
conceptualize violence through their own vulnerability.
They understand that the violence in their homes is intima-
tely connected to violence on the streets. They know violence
not only as the act of individuals but as a structured event
that grows out of social institutions and organizational mo-
dels. In other words, women know and have felt the hand of
structural violence. Occupation in all its manifestations has
taken a heavy toll on women in both Israeli and Palestinian
societies. Although the necessary research has not been con-
ducted to determine the full effects of occupation and mili-
tarization on women in both Israel and Palestine, it is clear
that “women suffer most from the conflict.”46 This paper can
only provide a glimpse into the daily lives of Israeli and
Palestinian women.47

In Israel, the Sharon government remains committed to
an expensive military machine while the Israeli economy
suffers its deepest recession in fifty years.48 Women suffer
disproportionately because they traditionally have not en-
joyed equal status with men within Israeli society. For
example, the United Nations Committee on the Elimina-
tion of Discrimination against Women, in its last review of
Israel, noted with concern that a marked disparity existed
between the average earnings of women and men in many
sectors, that a large number of women were arrested for
prostitution, and that violence against women occurred
frequently, owing in large measure to traditional ideas of
the roles of women within Israeli society. The Committee
also noted with concern that non-Jewish women had worse
living conditions than Jewish women. They received a lower
level of education, participated less in the government ser-
vice, and occupied limited decision-making posts.49

In Palestine, women and their babies die because they are
not permitted by Israeli soldiers to pass through check-
points so that they can receive necessary medical treatment
at hospitals.50 Women and girls are also sexually assaulted
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by Israeli soldiers with impunity.51 Palestinian women see
their children shot, wounded, and traumatized by the oc-
cupying Israeli army.52 In Gaza, the concept of honour,
previously associated with land, is now increasingly tied to
women’s virginity within Palestinian society.53 As a result,
so called “honour crimes” have risen over the last decade.54

Indeed, domestic violence in general has also risen drama-
tically in both Israeli and Palestinian society.55

In addition, women are further traumatized by the vio-
lations, indignity, and cruelty suffered by their family mem-
bers as a result of occupation. These violations are rarely
acknowledged outside of Palestinian society. As one leading
Israeli journalist put it, “cruelty against Palestinians has
grown gradually and this means that it is accepted within
Israeli society.”56 For example, one woman recounted a
chilling story about the siege of Jenin by the Israeli army.
Israeli soldiers encircled a community centre and ordered
all the men to leave the building with their hands in the air.
They then ordered all the women and children to leave the
building in a separate group. However, the Imam of the
community remained behind with the women and children
so that he could assist his disabled elderly mother exit the
building; he therefore did not leave with the men when
ordered out of the community  centre by the soldiers.57

Upon seeing the Muslim cleric, a number of Israeli soldiers
began to laugh and joked that he clearly did not know if he
was a man or a woman. They ordered the cleric to strip naked
and then forced him to carry his elderly mother out of the
building into a waiting vehicle that was full of women. This
intentional infliction of mental anguish and humiliation upon
the cleric amounts to psychological torture58 and has produ-
ced untold anguish for the cleric and his family. His wife, who
was forced to witness the incident, remains traumatized.

Feminist advocates around the world know that although
they may appear unrelated, forms of structural violence
may be intimately connected.59 In Israel and Palestine, the
violence of occupation, the Intifada, and Israeli military
repression merge with the violence visited upon women in the
so called “private” sphere and thrive upon each other. As
Maha Abu-Dayyeh Shamas explains,women,becausetheyare
most vulnerable to violence, tend to see the spectrum of
domination more readily and tend to appreciate that domi-
nation cannot produce lasting coexistence:

Policies based on mistrust and domination are not sustainable,

and we women know this – we know it too well. Such policies

are not sustainable in the private sphere, nor are they sustaina-

ble in the public sphere.60

Because women have experienced structural violence,
women are more willing to see and question the structural

violence committed against Palestinian refugees in the name
of state security. They tend to be skeptical about the claim
that it was necessary to drive the refugees from their historic
homes in the  name  of Israel’s national  security.61 They
know that the violence that was visited upon the refugees
decades  ago continues to haunt the state of Israel, and
continues to affect the lives of both Israeli and Palestinian
women who live in the region in tragic yet ultimately pre-
dictable ways. In short, women understand that the vio-
lence favoured by politicians and military against the
“other” rebounds onto their own societies and that women,
as a result, are disproportionately disempowered and har-
med.62 In the end, though the Palestinian refugees may have
been driven out of their homes to foreign lands, the violence
that drove them out remains and continues to haunt those
who live in both Israel and Palestine. Neither religion nor
nationality acts as a complete shield to the violence born of
past wrongs.

Disproportionately linked by their gender through their
vulnerability to violence, the women of Jerusalem Link also
understand that the bonds of gender can prove a source of
creativity, energy, humanity, and hope.63 In this regard,
Jerusalem Link represents a microcosm of a larger move-
ment within Israel and Palestine, which seeks to construct
gender in general and motherhood in particular as a bridge
to help span divides, including those built on nationality
and religion.64 As women throughout the ages have turned
to their motherhood status to help subvert the status quo,
individual women in both Israel and Palestine recognize that
they are connected by motherhood even though they may be
divided by nationality, religion, or other elementsof identity.65

This possibility of seeing and sympathizing with the
“other” through the lens of motherhood is eloquently and
passionately expressed in the wounded yet powerful words
of a Palestinian mother who wrote:

I wept today and you will weep tomorrow

Maybe you’ve wept for your husband and
Tomorrow you’ll weep for your son.
Let me tell you,
I’ve already wept for both my son and my husband

I wish I could walk into every house around carrying within me
Anguish and heartache and mourning.
Come mother of Ibrahim and mother of Itzhak,
Let’s weep together, you and me.

Longing for our loved ones unites us, you and me.
Motherhood unites us, you and me.
The heart aches.
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Let’s remember if in life there is no place for us on this earth,
We have place enough under it.
Let’s pray together mother of Ibrahim and mother of Itzhak.

I and you are the conscience.
I and you are the love and bridge.
I and you are the bridge to truth.66

These sentiments of Palestinian motherhood find their echo
in the words of an Israeli mother whose daughter was killed
by a suicide bomber:

In the kingdom of death,
Israeli children lie beside Palestinian children,
soldiers of the occupying army beside the suicide bombers,
and no one remembers
who was David and who was Goliath.67

III. Gender and Peace-Building: Challenges and
Prospects

Women’s groups in Israel and Palestine face formidable
obstacles. Women peace-builders represent voices in the
wilderness in an increasingly polarized political and popular
landscape. Both Bat Shalom and the Jerusalem Center for
Women oscillate between maintaining legitimacy within
their own societies  and  seeking to  press  the public  dis-
course.68 They cannot stray too far from their respective
public opinion or they risk alienating most of their suppor-
ters. Yet, as agents of change, they must seek to challenge
popular perceptions and point to barely imaginable alterna-
tive ways of seeing and doing. As Terry Greenblatt of Bat
Shalom put it, “women’s groups dance between acceptance
and challenging our own societies.”69

Some might dismiss “Jerusalem Link Declaration of
Principles” as a trivial or meaningless document because it
was not drafted in the halls of power. They might argue that
the dialogue nurtured between Bat Shalom and the Jerusa-
lem Center for Women represents an easy accomplishment
because not much rests on such dialogue. This objection,
however, misses the mark in part because the relationship
between Bat Shalom and the Jerusalem Center for women
has proven to be anything but easy. The women of Jerusa-
lem Link place themselves at personal, professional, and
political risk by signing the Declaration and taking a public
stance in support of the values articulated therein.70 They
have been personally threatened and denounced as traitors
in their own societies.71 Israeli women in particular saw
many of their allies within the mainstream peace movement
and political parties, including some women, take a drama-
tic turn to the political right with the outbreak of the Second
Intifada.72 Women’s peace groups have also seen funding
from progressive Jewish organizations around the world

dry up since September 11.73 Palestinian women, for their
part, face increasing political isolation in the face of rising
violence associated with the Second Intifada.74

Moreover, as the Oslo process has demonstrated, the
solutions of military and political leaders must have some
resonance within civil society. Accords cannot lead to peace
or coexistence on their own. One must also be attentive to
the reality “on the ground.”75 The women of Jerusalem Link
clearly appreciate that peace-building must take place at the
level of civil society. They are not escapists or idealists. They
are advocates who are intimately connected to and concer-
ned about their societies. Terry Greenblatt of Bat Shalom
emphasized, “We are struggling to maintain credibility in an
increasingly divided political situation. The key question for
us is ‘how do we as women provide direction out of here?’”76

Yet, the women of Jerusalem Link cultivate empower-
ment rather than power.77 This fact should emphasize their
political legitimacy and underscore the viability of their
efforts to develop an alternative political discourse. In the
end, the official negotiations between Israelis and Palesti-
nians failed in part because the leaders proved more con-
cerned about securing power through elections than
remaining adequately attentive to those voices muted by the
political process. The women of Jerusalem Link have dem-
onstrated that it is possible to frame discussions around the
Right of Return that recognize the narratives, hopes, and
fears of both the Israeli and Palestinian people. While they
have yet to reach full agreement, their efforts at developing
an alternative discourse around the Right of Return rein-
forces that  agreement between negotiators and political
leaders may be necessary but not sufficient for political
success.

Undoubtedly, there are lessons to be drawn from Jeru-
salem Link’s Declaration and the difficult path of dialogue
around the Right of Return. Jerusalem Link’s activities also
prove significant because they help shed light on the con-
ditions necessary to promote women’s contribution to peace-
building as contemplated under Security Council Resolu-
tion 1325. This resolution draws upon diverse and someti-
mes contradictory strands of feminist theory including
cultural feminism,  dominance  theory, and liberal femi-
nism. It has only just begun to attract significant attention
from feminist scholars. Yet, the women of Jerusalem Link
have been putting the principles of Resolution 1325 into
practice for close to a decade.

Jerusalem Link’s experience suggests that Security Coun-
cil Resolution 1325 cannot imply a simple “add women and
stir” approach to peace building. Simply seating more wo-
men at negotiating tables or within the ranks of the military
will not necessarily  lighten the path to coexistence and
understanding. Women are already included in the military
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and government decision-making processes, albeit in rela-
tively small numbers. Yet, when they are included in the
halls of power as currently constituted, women inevitably
come to share in the masculine military culture. The need
is  to  recast the military culture and recast the national
military metaphors.78 Second, negotiations must start with
an understanding of the present lived realities of the refu-
gees and an agreement over the historical context that
produced the refugee problem. This need to understand
history does not amount to some nostalgic desire to turn
back the hands of time, but acknowledges that true under-
standing cannot be had without understanding of context
and narratives.79 Third, negotiations are not successful
when “the  winner takes all.”  Rather,  they  must  aim  to
produce just and lasting solutions that are attentive to the
stories that have been papered over and silenced by official
accounts of history just as women’s voices have been silen-
ced. Finally, women are victims of war and occupation, yet
they are not helpless. On the contrary, women are leaders
in their communities. During times of war and conflict,
they help preserve a degree of civility and their work can
affirm the need for recognition of the “other’s” common
humanity. Resolution 1325 must not simply bring more wo-
men to the negotiating table. It must instead bring the brokers
of power who sit at the negotiating table to understand the
lived realities of Palestinian refugees, those whose individual
and collective lives are torn asunder by conflict.

Conclusion
Jerusalem Link’s success in charting a just agreement on the
Right of Return is by no means guaranteed. Women have
found themselves on the edge of the precipice on several
occasions but nonetheless found their way back to former
ground. They have learned that one cannot address the Right
of Return unless one adopts a broader framework based on
the principles of justice and recognition of the common
humanity of Palestinian refugees. As “transfer” looms on the
Palestinian horizon, scholars, advocates, and policy-makers
in Israel, Palestine, and beyond must pay more attention to
the work of women peace-builders because they might be
able to help chart a path towards a real and just solution on
seemingly intractable issues such as the Right of Return.
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